by Patrick Blenkarn, with Cole Lewis and Ker Wells On 2 December 2016, a round-table discussion took place at Simon Fraser University's School for the Contemporary Arts (SCA) addressing the subject of Practice as Research. Present at the round table were faculty members from the SCA's five disciplinary areas (theatre, dance, film, visual art, and music). The following is a report by a graduate student observer (SCA MFA student Patrick Blenkarn) who has attempted to make sense of the ideas voiced in the discussion. The italicized quotations are taken from a full transcript of the session and accredited according to the speaker's primary area of practice.
0. INITIAL IMPRESSION. No snacks have been provided by the artists for the artists.
1. SETTING THE TERMS. The artists are initially preoccupied with the question of "Who sets the terms for research?", although they quickly and happily conclude that clearly the university and funding bodies set the terms.
1.1 The artists seem in agreement that the route to more equal opportunities in universities for artistic research, in whatever form, begins with artists seizing the means of defining these terms. If artists cannot contribute to the definition of research, artists will continue to be required to fit within contexts of measurable and quantified research.
The University: At SCA, this 'seizure' happened after a fashion in the early 1980s when the Criteria for Tenure, Promotion, and Renewal for faculty at SCA were changed to state that:
1. Creative work presented to the public by faculty appointed to teach in creative areas is deemed to be the full equivalent of a published scholarly work for all purposes of renewal, tenure, promotion, or salary review. Such creative work might include the direction of a play, a choreographed dance, a painting, a sculpture, a film, a musical composition or a media event. 2. In evaluating creative work, consideration will be given to both its originality and its quality. 3. The consideration of creative work as research does not obviate the assessment of such work in relation to teaching effectiveness when students are involved. 4. Any work of art being considered for the purpose of renewal, tenure, promotion, or salary review must be evaluated with rigorous scrutiny, in a way appropriate to the nature of the art and to the subjective nature of art judgment. Peer judgment will be of paramount importance to this evaluation. 
Methodology B:
Artists perform research that is not recognized by the university as research; the practice of making the art itself is the research.
2.2.1 An artist need not do more than make art to be considered a researcher.
2.3 The artists agree that there are multiple fault lines within the concepts of research-based practice and practice-based research. They also acknowledge that some artistic media, regardless of methodology, fit the university-recognized research criteria better than others. 3. DOCUMENTATION AS MEANS TO JUSTIFY. 1 The artists in favour of Methodology B debate the use of documentation as a way to establish their artistic activity as research. This need for documentation seems to further subdivide the artists into those who work in performance-based art forms and those who work in object-or media-based art forms (i.e., practices that have ctr 172 fall 2017
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3.1 The artists acknowledge that, in trying to argue that one's practice is research, performance-based artists seem to struggle more than the object-and media-based artists simply because they often lack things they can point to as evidence. 3.2 If performance-based artists using either Methodology A or B (though particularly B) need to work more directly with documentation in order to prove themselves as active researchers, the artists discern two important questions: 1) how exactly can they incorporate documentation into their practice? and 2) in what ways might the necessity of process documentation actually-and maybe even fundamentally-change an artist's practice? 3.2.1 A positive outcome: Active documentation allows for more detailed reflection on the work in process.
3.2.2 A negative outcome: Active documentation demands the artist remove themselves from the process too frequently. 6.3 The artists do not discuss whether or not they feel they must also conform, engage, and respond to the discourse of pedagogical theory and research in addition to their artistic disciplines, let alone the disciplines of other art forms. 
